
Tutorial 4 in Cognitive Systems

In this tutorial we will consider several searching algorithms.
The algorithms are given in the appendix of the working sheet. Please, work through

the corresponding algorithms and answering the questions.

1. After reading of the algorithm’s pseudocode explain the following things:

(a) What do you think how the algorithms are working?

(b) What are special properties of the searching methods?

(c) Give possible limitations.

2. We consider several objects with the following characteristics.

• size = {small, huge}
• colour = {red, white, blue}
• form = {ball, pyramid, cube}

Calculate the results using a graphical representation!

(a) Run the General to Specific algorithm with negative: obj(small, red, pyra-
mid), obj(huge, blue, cube) and positive: obj(huge, white, ball), obj(small,
blue, ball).

(b) Apply the Specific to General with positive: obj(small, red, ball), obj(small,
white, ball), and obj(huge, blue, ball).

(c) Run Candidate Elimination with positive: obj(small, red, ball), obj(huge,
red, ball) and negative: obj(small, blue, ball), obj(huge, red, cube).

3. We have a directed graph which is given in Figure 1.
Run Dijkstra’s algorithm using

(a) vertex a

(b) vertex e

as source node. Visualise the calculation steps!
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Figure 1: Directed graph (Dijkstra algorithm)

A Version-Space-Search

A.1 Specific to General

This searching algorithm maintains S, a set of hypotheses. It generates the maximally
specific generalisation of a given training data set. This avoids overgeneralisation.
The corresponding pseudo-code implementation is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Specific to General algorithm
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A.2 General to Specific

This algorithm generates a maximally general concept. For this, it maintains a set G
of these hypotheses.
The corresponding programme is given in Figure 3

Figure 3: General to Specific algorithm

A.3 Candidate Elimination

If we combine the two previous programmes we get the Candidate Elimination algorithm
which pseudo-code is presented in Figure 4.

B Dijkstra Algorithm

The Dijkstra algorithm was developed by Edsger W. Dijkstra. It calculates the shortest
path in a graph whose edges are weighted.
The algorithm in a pseudo-code implementation is given in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Candidate Elimination algorithm

Figure 5: Dijkstra algorithm
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